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ABSTRACT
The workflow can be defined as the flow and the control of the information that enter to belong to a productive process. The workflow management represents the efficient management and the control flow of information in a process of a firm.

In this paper the authors show a methodology for the description of the very complex workflow processes of a large university. The process was described in his essential parts, then represented in unified manner using UML (Unified Modeling Language) and was conducted into Workflow and Security Laboratories (WSL) of DIS at University of Naples. The case study of the University Federico II is composed of many offices. In this job, for the sake of the brevity, we will show one of them. The workflow description has involved many employees with a lot of interviews. Currently we are facing with the validation phase and the identification of the unusual and critical processes.

INTRODUCTION
The workflow [3,4,20,21,22] can be defined as the flow and the control of the information that enter to belong to a productive process. The workflow management represents the efficient management and the control flow of information in a process of a firm. Every firm possesses a core business and a lot of the business units of the core business are crucial for the growth and for the survival of the firm. Making more efficient the business units processes, the firm reduces his costs improving the product and the service to the client, becoming so more competitive on the market [32,35,39].

The architecture of a company reflects the whole of its objectives and therefore of the own business units. Only that often this complex infrastructure is not documented it is “wired” in the way with which people work in a certain office; this “modus operandi” is learned as a young boy usually does in a Renaissance shop: “the elderly teachs to the more youth.” In this process of job when an element abandons the structure near which the person that will replace him works will be trained equally and that is with the technique “what you see is what you learn.”. It is needless to say that this architecture of firm is that more exposes him to a series of well documented problems in literature [1,2,10,14,15,17,18], if the objective is that to make a firm more efficient the workflow management represents the efficient management and the control flow of information in a process of a firm.

To do this we have necessity to face the followings points:

1. Make faster the execution of the process
   a. To increase the productivity through the automation
   b. To improve the service to the client reducing the costs of it

2. To make the process more solid so that to pilot it toward a certification of quality (ISO 9000 compliances)

The next paragraph will show the process definition, Documentation and Implementation.

1. PROCESS DEFINITION, DOCUMENTATION AND IMPLEMENTATION

Looking more from near an example of business process, that of an office of a great University as the Federico II is, to define and to document a process there are a lot of things that it needs to wonder. But the first thing that we probably wonders us it is: from where to start? It is often begun hiring an advisor that recommends their what there is to do. Naturally is not the correct movement because no one advisor will be able to understand a process that there is not or that has not been described because is in the head of few people! Therefore the first step to implement the workflow is to analyze the processes of business. This is what we will do in the next paragraph.

Following a methodology will be illustrated for analyzing the processes of business. It is composed of three phases

1. To identify and to denominate the company business processes
2. To identify the processes of business that don’t work
3. To assign a priority to that processes of business that don’t work
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1.1 Identification of the Company Business Processes

A good method of business processes identification is suggested by [9]. Their method analyzes the list of the processes to the purpose to assign them a name that expresses their initial and final state.

This method is a good way to begin the first iteration of the business processes identification for a specific application domain. As it regards the domain of the University “Federico II”, it is constituted from offices whose list is brought in Tab. 1. Every office is responsible for the carrying out of activity (or processes) to develop which the office has available human resources and technological infrastructures to be conducted. For convenience every process is encoded both to make it distinguishable from others both to synthesize it; for instance the process “3-0-1” is a process that belongs to the collegial organs (office 3), it doesn’t have sub-offices (number 0) and it is particularly the first process in the temporal order to be performed in the office (Preparation of the memo for the Board of directors).

Every process is divided in phases (or subprocesses) also them sequential, every of which is still encoded and is hinged on a number of employees and can produce documents (structured and not, signed and not) at the end of its phase. It is worth to underline how subprocesses, in the almost totalities of the cases, appear to be simple from the point of view of the inside states in how much they often develop a simple assignment that finishes with the issue of a document. They are the so-called two states (beginning and term).

The reachability of other offices (inside or external to the dominion of the domain) could be: Quality, Accuracy, Cost, Speed, Customer Satisfaction, Flexibility, etc. After to have identified that processes of business that don’t work, probably the first question that sets us is: from which process we start for the improvement? From the moment that all the processes belong to the category of those that need improvement they are all candidates to the improvement but only one of these will come “selected”. The selection happens through some factors of quality chosen by the management of the firm on the base of the objectives that is established.

The qualities factors have to come down from the strategic objectives of the firm through a paradigm of quantification of the objectives that is denominated Goal/Question/Metric (GQM) [8]. This paradigm doesn’t furnish a specific collection of objectives but rather a structure to define the objectives and refines it in specific quantifiable questions about the software process and product. Such questions help to pick up the data that serve for the attainment of the objectives places. The quantification of the objectives should be mapped, therefore, in a set of data which can be disseminated in the product and in the process. The data collected should be validated in function of their accuracy and the results interpreted in the respect of the objectives. For this reason that for the harvest and the evaluation of such data often are also necessary tools for the objective metric evaluation.

In the fig. 1 is shown the tree of the paradigm GQM in which we specify three objectives. Goal1: Critical factors; Question1: Which processes of business are critical for your company? Question2: What is the quality of the product? Question3: Which is the speed of the release of the product? These processes of business are critical for the company.

Goal2: Strategic factors Question4: Which processes of business are critical for the future of the company which are strategic? Naturally for the process that are essential to the future direction of the firm it needs to assign greater priority. To observe that there can be question common to more objectives as understands for the question 1 of the goals 1 and 2 in (fig. 1) Goal3: Factors of Core Business, Question5: Which processes of business to the core business of the firm? Question6: Which processes improve the core business of the firm?

For the processes that increase the core business they should have a priority in comparison to the others.

The tree of fig. 1 turns him into the document xml named BusinessProcessImprovement.xml. Such document can be used for different purposes (harvest of the data, validation of the data, metrics, identification priority, documentation of the processes, etc.).
2. THE DOCUMENTATION OF A COMPLEX WORKFLOW PROCESS

We have two problems to resolve in the description of the workflow of a complex system. The first one is to understand inside a process of business as to identify univocally the elements that constitute it and as a process that describes the workflow of an office is related to that of the other offices. The second is to choose the correct level of abstraction from which to start to describe the process. Probably the simplest way to define the level of abstraction taller for the description of the workflow of the University Federico II is that to give a recursive definition of process. The University Federico II is an empty process or it is constituted by the process of the office X connected to the process of University Federico II.

This type of approach allows meanwhile to describe a complex reality for repeated and improved steps of the process of an office without worrying about what it happens elsewhere.

2.1 A Case Study: An Office of Federico II University

The case study illustrated in this paper is the Patrimony office of the university ‘‘Federico II’’, its number is 43 and its Administration Code is n° 99034. The problem has been faced through the description of the process using the language UML [23]. The use case, activities, sequence, collaboration and state diagrams have been adopted. Before observing the fruit of such job some informative data on the office Patrimony are brought.

Fig. 3 Situation Property Mobile Good

Fig. 4 Diagram of General Collaboration

The activities of competence of the office are 10 each of which is divided in phases and each activity have a destination. We bring the summary table in tab. II.

How example of static description of the system we show the UML [23, 24] main use case diagram brought in fig. 2. It is necessary to underline that besides the main diagrams exist other use case diagrams that constitutes the static sight of the system from other points of view and therefore from some or all the actors involved in the process. Particularly that diagrams are interesting that show all the use cases for an assigned actor. In the fig. 3 are for instance shown an activity of the system denominated “situation property mobile good” as seen by an employee of 6.o level and by his manager.

Other diagrams of the interesting use cases are those that show the use cases implemented during an iteration of the process of iterative enhancement, still that diagrams are important that shows a use case and all of its relationships. Naturally, accompanied to the static description, a dynamic sight of the system it is also necessary.

As it regards the dynamic sight of the process two of them are the meaningful diagrams respectively brought in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Particularly in the Fig. 4 are brought the diagram of collaboration among all the use case. In it the simplicity of the process of the office is deduced. In the fig. 6 are shown a sight of detail that concerns every process instead: its states diagram. Every activity of the tab. II follows the diagram of the states of Fig. 5. The following step would be that to identify the processes and the subprocess of the office 43 that don’t work and to assign a priority to these on the base of objective criterions as described in precedence. Nevertheless this is not the objective of this paper that has the purpose to describe only the process.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown a methodology for the description and maintenance of the business processes. The methodology has been applied to all the offices of a large university. The documentation has been represented by means of UML diagrams and the picked data of the process was validated.

As future development we have the aims to face with simulation of the processes described in order to discover “critical processes” that will be tested in a “clean room”. The clean room testing could serve us to identify the process variables that could be modified in order to improve it. Successively the same critical process could be tested in a real case and the result could be correlated with the ‘‘clean room’’ results. The methodology adopted is currently under experimentation in the workflow and security laboratories at DIS of University Federico II and has involved all the offices and many employees of the same university.
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